From the book

Patterns Inspired by the Tallgrass Prairie

FOX CREEK PICNIC BLANKET
A stone building sits out by itself, but spend any time
here and it becomes clear there is plenty of life on
the prairie. One wonders what it would have been
like on a school-day morning, with children coming
from miles away for the day's lesson. Uphill. Both
ways.
The Fox Creek Picnic Blanket plays with prairie
themes. There are flowers, butterflies, vines, and
leaves, all of which are surrounded by an army of
ants coming to check out what's for lunch. It's an
imaginative Fair Isle project.

Materials:
Yarn: Jamieson & Smith 2 Ply Jumper Weight
Colors and Yardage Shown in Sample:
FC24 (875 yards / 800 meters; 7 balls),
118 (250 yards / 288 meters; 2 balls),
FC7mix (125 yards / 114 meters; 1 ball),
9144 (125 yards / 114 meters; 1 ball),
125 (125 yards / 114 meters; 1 ball),
1403 (125 yards / 114 meters; 1 ball),
001 (125 yards / 114 meters; 1 ball),
77 (125 yards / 114 meters; 1 ball),
78mix (125 yards / 114 meters; 1 ball)
Needle Size: 3 US / 3.25 mm circular, and smaller-sized
needle to pick up border stitches
Gauge: 14 stitches / 14 rounds per 2 inches after blocking
Finished Size: 36 x 36 inches / 91 x 91 cm
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BASIC INSTRUCTIONS
The Picnic Blanket is worked in the round and steeked. Steeking is a term used to indicate that you cut the fabric of the
project so it can be finished flat. It’s not hard and shouldn’t cause concern to the knitter. For this project I’ve chosen
Shetland wool, which is considered a “sticky” wool that is perfect for steeking. Throughout the project I carried the motif
color as the dominant yarn (the yarn with floats that are carried beneath the other yarn). All of the colorwork charts will fit
perfectly across the 200 stitches. Seven stitches are designated as the “steek” stitches. These stitches are worked
alternating the two colors of the round. I found changing colors when switching charts to be easily done within the steek
stitches. You may choose to change colors by knotting them together or by spit-splicing. The choice is yours. I chose, as I
often do, to spit-splice my colors, therefore eliminating having to weave in ends later. Each chart has its own yarn color
legend, and the final chart includes stitches used in the legend.
Cast On
With FC24 and US 3 / 3.25 mm needlebcast on 207 stitches using your preferred provisional cast on method (I used
Judy's Magic Cast On). Place marker (pm) before and after first 7 stitches to designate them as steek stitches. These
stitches do NOT appear in any chart.
Join to work in the round being careful not to twist stitches. Knit 1 round (Round 1 of Vines and Leaves Chart).
Begin Colorwork Charts
Continuing with Round 2 of the Vines and Leaves Chart, work
charts in the following order:
Vines and Leaves
Coreopsis
Prairie Hare (Side 1)
Butterfly (Side 1)
Vines and Leaves
Coreopsis
Vines and Leaves
Butterfly (Side 2)
Prairie Hare (Side 2)
Coreopsis
Vines and Leaves
Knit 1 round with FC24, binding off the 7 steek stitches. Put 200 remaining live stitches on waste yarn.
VINES AND LEAVES CHART
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PRAIRIE HARE CHART (side 1)

PRAIRIE HARE CHART (side 2)

BUTTERFLY CHART (side 1)

BUTTERFLY CHART (side 2)

Steeking
Secure the fabric of your knitting with either a crochet chain or sewn basting stitch on each side of the center steek stitch
(the middle stitch of the 7 steek stitches). With sharp scissors, cut the center steek stitch. See? That was pretty easy,
wasn’t it? And the stitches didn’t cause the entire project to disintegrate. Well done.
Pick Up Edges
Using a smaller-sized needle, recover 200 live stitches from cast-on edge, pick
up 202 stitches on the first raw (steeked) side of fabric, recover 200 live stitches
from last knit round, pick up 202 stitches along the second raw (steeked) side of
fabric. (804 stitches total; 201 stitches per side)
Using FC24 and a 3 US / 3.25 mm 60" long circular needle (or two 32" circular
needles) knit 1 round, placing markers to designate 2 corner stitches in each of
the 4 corners.
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Begin Army of Ants Chart
Work the stitches within the red box pattern repeat 27 times per side. The red box designates the pattern repeat.
The 14th round of the Army of Ants Chart is a purled round, which establishes the beginning of a garter stitch edging.
There are several ways of doing garter stitch in the round without purling, if you are so inclined. The way I've worked the
original is by wrapping and turning the first stitch of every other round and knitting those rounds on the WS of the fabric. If
you check out the link below to a video by Fleegle, you'll also see a method of garter in the round executed by using two
separate balls of yarn. Of course, you may feel that purling is fun and want to do that on every other round to create a
garter stitch edging. As always, the choice belongs to the knitter.
After completing Round 18, with RS facing, slip 1 stitch from right needle to left needle, then knit this stitch, returning it to
the right needle. Bind off all stitches using the standard bind off. The head and legs of the ants are embroidered on after
knitting of the blanket has been completed. The original blanket has a nice floral ribbon gently stitched into place to cover
the exposed edges of the steek.

http://fleeglesblog.blogspot.com/2010/01/modestly-named-fleegle-corner-trick.html
ARMY OF ANTS CHART

k

Knit

p

Purl

k2tog

Knit 2 stitches together (single right-leaning decrease).

ssk

Slip 2 stitches separately knitwise, move stitches back to the left needle, then knit the
slipped stitches together.

M1R

M1R (Make 1 Right) - Pick up the bar between the last stitch you knit and the one
you’re about to knit, place it on the left needle with the leading leg in the back. Knit into
the front of this stitch.

M1L

M1L (Make 1 Left) - Pick up the bar between the last stitch you knit and the one you’re
about to knit, place it on the left needle with the leading leg in the front. Knit into the
back of this stitch.
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